ARCTIC SHORTS
Films from the Arctic Regions

WHALE VALLEY
by Gudmundur Arnar Gudmundsson – Iceland - 15’

QILIQTU
by Kevin Tikivik - Quebec - 5’

THREE THOUSAND
by Aşinnajaq - Canada - 14’

HALF & HALF
by Aka Hansen - Greenland - 3’

BALDGUY
by Maria Bock - Norway - 12’

SUMMER NIGHT
by Sakaris Stórá – The Faroe Islands - 17’

VULKAN/VOLCANO
by Ann Holmgren – Northern Sweden - 20’

SAMI BOJA
by Elle Sofe Henriksen - Sápmi - 9’

IDITSILBA
by Elle Marja Eira - Sápmi - 10’

27 NOVEMBER
20h00
Doors open at 19h30
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